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Precipitable water content 15-3km mesh, storm case, 2013-10-31, 72h forecast

FIG. 8. (top) Mean accumulated precipitation for the wet seasons 1970–1974, with 400 mm isohyates in black

contours; (bottom): difference in mean accumulated precipitation with respect to wrf-aero for the wet seasons

1970–1974.
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Significant decline in precipitation in
SW Australia in the 20th century
• Continuous decline by about

15% for entire region (WA)
• Sudden drop by further 15% for

Perth/Freemantle (PF) in the 70s
Possible reasons are:
• Continuous changes due to

large scale circulation (slow)
• Deforestation, irrigation (fast)
• Anthropogenic aerosols from

power plants/smelters (fast)
Anthropogenic aerosol emissions and
rainfall decline – coincidence or causality?

Aerosol-aware, convection-resolving climate modelling
Regional and global modelling approaches with WRF and MPAS Contact: heinzeller@kit.edu

Towards convection-resolving, global atmospheric simulations
D. Heinzeller, M.G. Duda, H. Kunstmann, 2016: Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 77-110, http://www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/77/2016

Anthropogenic aerosol emissions and rainfall decline in South-West Australia
D. Heinzeller, W. Junkermann, H. Kunstmann, 2016: Journal of Climate, http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-16-0082.1

WA West Australia
WC West Coast
BC Back Country
PF Perth/Freemantle
P  Perth
M  Muja Power Plant

FIG. 8. (top) Mean accumulated precipitation for the wet seasons 1970–1974, with 400 mm isohyates in black

contours; (bottom): difference in mean accumulated precipitation with respect to wrf-aero for the wet seasons

1970–1974.
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Three different aerosol model runs
• Pre-industrial CCN/IN levels,

std. aerosol profile (wrf-aero)
• Post-1970s CCN/IN levels,

3x std. aerosol profile (wrf-aerox3)
• Pre-industrial CCN/IN levels + 

Muja Power Station (wrf-muja)
Muja Power Station emissions:
• 4.6x108 particles/kg/s, added

to surface emissions at location
of Muja Power Station (M) within 
first 1500m above ground

Pre-industrial CCN/IN emissions from 1970s 
observations and current (2000-07) climatology

1970-1974 means of CCN number concentration
and surface wind (top) and rainfall Apr-Sep (left); 
wet season: Apr-Sep, dry season: Oct-Mar

wrf-muja
>3xCCN

wrf-muja
dry/wet

wrf-aerox3
3xCCN/IN

WA -2.0% 3.1 -5.3%
WC -1.7% 3.3 -3.1%
BC -2.8% 2.9 -6.5%
PF -1.7% 11.0 -4.0%

Decline in precipitation for increasing 
aerosol concentrations, strongest 
effect on the back country. CCN are
advected by near-sfc wind, seasonal 
variation in wrf-muja rainfall decline.

A high-resolution (3.3km) regional climate modelling study 
using WRFV3.6.1 with a new aerosol-aware microphysics 
scheme (Thompson and Eidhammer, 2014) for 1970-1974.

Muja Power Station,
commissioned 1966,
974MW, ≈1019CCN/s

Airborne measurements 
of CCN emission rates
of coal power plants in
East Australia w/ similar 
size (Junkermann and
Hacker, 2015).
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Figure 13. Required times for individual steps of the 3 km test runs on Juqueen (18 s time step).

the run on 24 racks and a parallel efficiency of nearly 70%,
which confirms the above-mentioned limit of approximately
150 owned cells per task, below which the parallelisation be-
comes inefficient.
All scaling tests are conducted with an 18 s model inte-

gration time step for a 1 h model time. However, we find
that in order to keep the model stable when starting off the
3 km mesh from initial conditions derived from a 48 km re-
analysis data set (CFSR), a more conservative time step is re-
quired. MPAS currently lacks a dynamical initialisation sys-
tem (e.g. digital filters, adaptive time-stepping), which could
avoid this issue. Model instabilities leading to NaNs can af-
fect the performance in different ways: (1) the performance
might increase in cases where if-NaN-tests causes the code
to return early from computationally intensive physics rou-
tines, or (2) the performance might decrease due to the con-
tinuous generation of floating-point exceptions. We note that
on Blue Gene systems, MPAS does not by default include
the -qflttrap compiler flag to trap floating-point excep-
tions, and, consequently, the model will continue to run even
when the simulation generates NaNs. We therefore repeat the
runs for 4096, 8192 and 16 384 nodes with a 12 s time step
to obtain a stable model run. The measured real times for the
three 12 s runs are very close to 1.5 times the real times for
the corresponding 18 s runs, which gives us confidence that
we can scale the results for 24 576 and 28 672 nodes with an
18 s time step to a 12 s time step, despite the fact that the runs
with an 18 s time step produced NaNs.
Table 3 and Fig. 13 summarise the required times of the

individual steps of the 3 km runs with an 18 s integration

time step. Due to wall-time constraints, we only conduct runs
without writing output to the disk. The last column in Ta-
ble 3 estimates how many hours the 3 km model can be ad-
vanced within 24 h wall time, and is calculated as follows:
a 12 s model integration time step is assumed, and the real
time required is scaled from the 18 s runs by a factor of
1.5 for 24 576 and 28 672 nodes, for which no 12 s runs are
conducted. For a typical production run, diagnostic output
files of 13GB size are written every 3 h model time, while
comprehensive output files of approximately 250GB size are
written every 24 h model time. A restart file of 2.1 TB size is
written at the end of the model run. Based on a parallel write
performance of 0.6GBs�1, we make a conservative estimate
that roughly 2 hours of the 24 h wall time will be used up by
writing these files to the disk. Tables H1 and H2 list the file
sizes and the cheapest and fastest model runs for the 3 km
mesh on Juqueen.
We conclude from this extreme scaling test that the dy-

namical solver of MPAS scales on massively parallel sys-
tems out to hundreds of thousands of cores. Our results con-
firm that the model behaves similar for the 3 km mesh than
for the significantly smaller problem sizes and that the par-
allel efficiency is limited by the same factors, namely the in-
creasing number of halo cells and the amount of communi-
cation for a large number of tasks. This occurs around 150
owned cells per task, which corresponds to roughly 27 300
nodes for the 3 km mesh. However, we find that the model
initialisation and the disk I/O become increasingly impor-
tant and at the same time difficult to improve for extremely
large test cases. Compared to the model integration, the time
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Parallel efficiency of dynamical solver only

100%

91% 90% 88% 70%

The dynamical solver of MPAS scales up 400000 MPI
tasks (160 cells/task) as on smaller meshes. The bottle-
necks are model initialisation and disk I/O. 
Step 1. Addressing the disk I/O performance
• SIONlib I/O layer for massively parallel I/O, internal

+ external data (http://www.fz-juelich.de/jsc/sionlib)
• Post-processor core to convert to netCDF and more

I/O format Write time
pHDF5/netCDF4 607 s
pnetCDF (CDF5) 133 s

SIONlib 12 s

Step 2. Reducing model initialisation times
• Hybrid MPI+OpenMP parallelisation to speed

up bootstrapping and decrease MPI comm.
• Focus on

dynamical
solver

• Maintain
scaling
of MPAS

Block of cells owned
by a process and two
layers of halo cells

Nodes/MPI/OMP Solver/h [s] Init [s] I/O [s]
4096 x 16 x 1 350 830 33
4096 x 8 x 2 323 258 39
4096 x 2 x 8 407 222 21
4096 x 1 x 16 689 162 5
1hr model integration of 3km mesh on SuperMUC

Time required to write 1.2TB restart
file on LRZ SuperMUC (16384 tasks)

MPAS allows variable-resolution meshes with smooth
transitions to address limitations of limited area models.
Putting it to the test: an NWP study over Europe
• Three selected events, 72h and 84h forecasts
• Variable-resolution meshes transitioning the grey

zone, using the Grell & Freitas (2014) cu scheme
• Regular 3km mesh as reference model
• (to come) Validation

against operational
WRF forecasts at
MeteoGroup (with
Wageningen Univ.)

Mesh nCells Conv
60-3km 835586 GF
15-3km 6488066 GF

3km 65536002 GF/off

60-3km mesh 
with high-res. 
area centred 
over Europe

Storm case Oct 2013,
2m temperature [°C] in
Garmisch-Partenkirchen
(WMO 10963, 730m asl)

2013-10-29

Convection-permitting global model applications are the next grand challenge in NWP and 
on the horizon of next-generation, massively parallel HPC systems.
Extreme scaling experiment with MPAS
on FZJ JUQUEEN (IBM Bluegene /Q) :
• Regular 3km mesh, 65 Mio grid cells
• 41 vertical levels, double precision
• 1hr model integr., no disk output
• Initial conditions: 1.1TB netCDF3
• Min. 4096 nodes, 65TB memory
• Max. 28672 nodes

(458752 cores)
• Fastest run: 6.3 x

real-time, 1.6 Mio
CPUh/24h integr.

FIG. 2. Model topography (left, terrain height in m) and land-use classification (right) for a subset of

the 3.3 km domain, labelled as West Australia (WA). Indicated are the three regions West Coast (WC),

Perth/Freemantle (PF) and Back Country (BC) used in the analysis, as well as the location of Perth (P) and

Muja Power (M). The black dots represent meteorological stations of the BOM (Bureau of Meteorology 2015)

with a data availability of 90% or more between 1920 and 2015. The dominant land-use categories are ever-

green broadleaf forest (red), woody savannas (ochre) and croplands (cyan), which clearly mark the north-eastern

border of the wheatbelt.
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